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Racing Flow™ Notes 2017

Racing Flow™ Notes
July 31- Aug 6

- SARATOGA's Grade 2 ninth on Friday went to Racing Flow™ superstar Bricks
and Mortar. This guy produced a third straight 'vs Plod Win'. Carry the bold.

- SARATOGA's last seven 5.5f turf races have produced four Speed favoring CFRs,
including three Xtremes.

- DEL MAR's Chris and Dave recorded a 'vs Zip Win' in wiring Saturday's
third. Failed stalkers and closers are unlikley to enjoy a better set up. The winner
is worth a play at personal fair odds over then next 6-8 weeks, or two races,
whichever comes last.

- GULFSTREAM's final two turf events on Friday each came back as Xtremes
for Closers. Handicappers may be best served giving credit to the pacesetter,
pressers, and early movers from first call positions well ahead of the eventual
winners.

- ARLINGTON winner Oltre' Oro ran through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of
more than 10 lengths in taking Thursday's opener.

- MONMOUTH's tenth on Saturday went to Bronx Beauty with help from a surface
that was unkind to speed and a race Flow that resulted in a Closer favoring
CFR. Take a look at the speed, pressers, and early movers from first two call
positions significantly ahead of the eventual winner.

- WOODBINE handicappers have good reason to Reallylikethisone for running
through an Xtreme for Speed in taking the first on Saturday.

* The above is provided using the Racing Fow™ 'Flow & Bias Report (pdf) and
race charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted otherwise.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
July 18- July 23

- SARATOGAs Orbolution took the Sunday opener in 'vs Flow' fashion. Flow
players may want to anticipate a repeat victory by that one, as well as wins by
more than a couple of his beaten foes when next seen.
- DEL MAR's Girl Downstairs may well handle the move up a level following a better
than looks run through a Speed favoring CFR in defeating Alw1x foes.
- ELLIS winner Lomcevak took full advantage of a Closer favoring CFR in taking
Sunday's sixth. Handicappers may be well served upgrading the runs of Night of
the Hunter (QtZ), and Man of Stature (vZ).
- GULFSTREAM's Thursday card produced two winners that impressed. In the
fourth event, Metaphorically simple ran them off their feet in recording a 'vs Zip
Win' by ging wire to wire despite setting the pace of a Closer favoring CFR. Failed
late runners are unlikely to have it so good again any time soon. In the
sixth, Catholic Boy ran through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of more than
seven lengths in registering his 'vs Plod Win'. Repeat candidate.
- INDIANA's Costa Mesa caught a 'Zip' in winning from far back in Thursday's
grassy fifth. The pace-setter, pressers, and early movers are upgrade worthy.
- MONMOUTH's Exclusive Package rode a Closer favoring CFR in winning from far
back in Saturday's second. Again, speed, pressers, and early movers deserve
credit when next seen, while those that benefitted from the 'Zip' might not be as
fortunate next out.
* The above is provided using the Racing Fow™ 'Flow & Bias Report (pdf) and
race charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted otherwise.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
July 11- July 16

- ELLIS PARK's feature on Friday went to Sharp Art in 'vs Plod
Winner' fashion. By rule, we'll upgrade winner as well as the third and fourth
pace finishers. Downgrade the failed pace-setter.
- LOS AL (TB) winner Dixie Crystal took the 3rd on closing day with assistance from
a Closer favoring CFR. Handicappers may be well served giving upgrades
to Amaranta (QtZ), Colonel Peggy Sue (qtZ), and Fellina (vZ).
- INDIANA's Hadda Notion wired the opener on Friday in a race that returned
a Speed favoring CFR. Downgrade it while giving an extra look at those that
chased from a length or more back at the first call. Runners that get tired and lose
interest chasing an accelerating leader can be dangerous at overlayed odds on
return if finding themselves the one dancing solo.

* The above is provided using the Racing Fow™ 'Flow & Bias Report (pdf) and
race charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted otherwise.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
June 20 - June 25

- BELMONT's Magsamelia wired the third on Thursday with significant help from
a Speed favoring CFR. Downgrade the effort while upgrading those that chased
from a length or more back at the first call.

- GULFSTREAM's main on Saturday produced race Flows and results indicative of a
surface that was 'detrimental to speed', or a 'Closer Bias'.

- MONMOUTH's Funny Muzzle ran through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of
more than 6 lengths in taking the fourth on Sunday. The winner will deserve a look
despite a tough class hike next out, while longshot No More Music's running line
interests, especially if given some class relief.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report' (pdf) and
race charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted so.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
June 6 - June 11

- BELMONT bold upgrade winner on Thursday, St. Louie ($17.50), did so
in 'Neutral or Better' fashion. By Racing Flow™ Rule, we'll carry the lofty status
when he's next seen. The failed bold upgrade from this event is reduced to a
standard upgrade for his next.

- BELMONT bold upgrade winner Ascend ($57.00) scored for Flow players
in 'Neutral or Better' fashion. Those that cashed this one are in a position to pull
a useful profit, while having both the bankroll and the confidence to make a win
wager as personal odds line deems appropriate.

- CHURCHILL's opener on Friday went to Secret Trick in 'vs Flow
Winner' fashion. This one ran through a grade-worthy Speed favoring CFR with
a BL12 of more than 8 lengths. The early leader and those that failed from
positions notably more forward than the eventual winner do not inspire on return.

- SANTA ANITA's Tribal Jewel caught a Closers CFR in taking the 5th on
Friday. Handicappers may be best served giving the speed, the pressers, and the
early movers extra credit when next seen.

- GULFSTREAM's 7th on the 7th went to Mexicana in 'with Zip
Winner' fashion. Downgrade the victor, especially on a class hike, and those like
it. Upgrade the speed, pressers, and early movers.....

- ARLINGTON's seventh on Friday, a Closer favoring CFR, can produce a
productive speed horse on return.

- MONMOUTH's Silver Ring impressed in taking the Friday opener from off a pace of
a Speed favoring CFR. You know the drill.

- WOODBINE's Pink Loyd may very well hit the wall when next seen following the
wire to wire win with help from a Speed favoing CFR in Saturday's eighth. By
Racing Flow™ Rule, we'll upgrade all those that chased from a length of more back
at the first call.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias' Report' and race
charts. No PPS or prior grades have been considered unless stated otherwise.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
May 30 - June 4

- CHURCHILL’s Starlight Express ran through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of 6
lengths in taking Saturday’s 4th. Upgrade her as well as the three that took ground
from behind the eventual winner at the early calls. Downgrade the runner-up and
the failed pace setters.
- SANTA ANITA’s second on Thursday went to Symposium in ‘vs Zip
Winner’ fashion. We'll expect another top effort from the speedster over the next
couple of months. The late runs by the place and show finishers are both
downgrade worthy.
- INDIANA’s 7th on Wednesday went to Viva Nevada in ‘with Zip’ fashion, having
won from well of the pace of a Closer favoring CFR. Downgrade the performance
while upgrading the runner-up My Pal Katherine (QtZ) and Starlight Angel (vZ).
The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias' Report' and race
charts. No PPS or prior grades have been considered unless stated otherwise.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
May 2 - May 7
- Kentucky Oaks winner Abel Tasman took full advantage of an Xtreme for
Closers in taking the Friday feature at CHURCHILL. Having been an upgrade
entering the Oaks, she'll be demoted back one level to 'neutral' status when next
seen. Runner-up Daddy's Little Darling, and Salty, get the clear cut
downgrades, while the pace-setter and presser, Paradise Woods and Miss Sky
Warrior, get the upgrades.
- CHURCHILL upgrade winner Rocket Time took Saturday's second in 'Neutral
or Better' fashion. Sharp gelding presents fair chance to at least repeat that
effort.
- SANTA ANITA's Summer Budda took Saturday's sixth with assistance from
a Closer favoring CFR. Upgrade the speed, pressers, and early movers from first
two call positions significantly more forward than the eventual race winner.
- GULFSTREAM bold upgrade winner Arthemisa was impressive in running through
an Xtreme for Speed with a BL12 of more than 6 in the ninth on Sunday. Carry her
lofty status when next seen, while upgrading the electric late move by runner-up
Bitacora.
- ARLINGTON's Saturday results produced wire to wire winners of Speed favoring
CFRs in races two, three, and four. Downgrade each while giving credit to those
that gave chase from a length or more back at the first call.
* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias' Report and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
April 18 - April 23

- KEENELAND race Flows and results indicated a surface that was 'severely
speed Biased' on both Thursday and Friday. Due to offsetting Flows in a number
of the dirt events, handicappers may want to limit their focus to races one, six, and
eight, and races one, two, and seven respectively.
- GULFSTREAM's five turf races on Wednesday, the minimum we
require, produced Flows and results that indicated a surface that was very
detrimental to Speed, or Closer Biased.
- HAWTHORNE's Applique impressed with a 'vs Plod Win' when running through
a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of ~ 8 lengths in Friday's sixth. Repeat
candidate.
- WOODBINE's sixth on Saturday went to Superduper Sky in moderate 'vs
Plod Winner' fashion. This one ran through the minimum Speed favoring
CFR with a BL12 of ~9 lengths. Repeat candidate.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias' Report and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
March 27 - April 2

- AQUEDUCT's Peaches and Spice enjoyed a Closer favoring CFR in taking Friday's
seventh. Downgrade the winner and the runner-up, while upgrading the two pacesetters first, with pressers getting a second call.

- SANTA ANITA's fourth on Saturday went to Newsman in 'vs Plod
Winner' fashion when running through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of nearly
7 lengths first off an extende lay-off. Repeat candidate at a fair price on the class
hike.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias' Report and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
March 13 - March 19

- TURFWAY's seventh on Thursday went to Flashy Julia in 'with
Zip' fashion. Downgrade the winner, and those with similar BL12s, while crediting
runners that were significantly more forward at the first two calls than the eventual
winner. That list begins with Dunkirk Survivor.
- SANTA ANITA winner Warren's Joe T also enjoyed a Closer favoring CFR in taking
Thursday's third. The dynamic was assisted by a surface that was
modestly detrimental to Speed . You know the drill, or see the above.
- GULFSTREAM's fourth on Saturday produced an Xteme for Closers and a winner
with a BL12 of almost 30! Downgrade the beneficiaries, that being My Girl Corey
and those with similar BL12's. Upgrade the speed, pressers, and early movers.
- HAWTHORNE makes its first appearance of the year with a surface on Saturday
that was severely detrimental to Speed, aka a severe Closer Bias.
- FAIR GROUNDS' main track results and race Flows on Monday indicated a surface
that was severely 'Closer Biased'.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report', and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
Feb 27 - March 5

- TURFWAY's surface on Saturday played 'severely detrimental to Speed', aka
a severe 'Closer Bias'. That noted, due to speed favoring race Flows, only the
second, fourth, and sixth returned Closer favoring CFRs. Marquee Gal took the
seventh from just of the pace of an Xtreme for Speed.
- SANTA ANITA's Dangerously Close wired the 4th on Friday despite a Closer
favoring CFR produced in part from a surface that was unkind to frontrunners. This
debut 'vs Zip Winner' should have more to offer over the next two months if
properly spotted. Downgrade the place and show horses as well as the back three
at the wire. With no upgrades other than the winner, it is my opinion that
only Lostintranslation warrants a chance to improve enough when next seen in
second lifetime start.
- SANTA ANITA bold upgrade winner Go Argento recorded a 'Neutral or Better
Win' in taking Friday's finale. That one exited two consecutive Closer favoring
CFRs in which it was far too forwardly placed relative to the winner's BL12. The
turn-back and Blinkers-Off added to the appeal.
- FAIR GROUNDS winner Back Stage Star impressed in Friday's sixth when running
through a strongly Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of >10 lengths.
- FAIR GROUNDS race Flows and results on Thursday indicated a main track that
was severely Speed Biased.
* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report', and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
Feb 8 - Feb 12

- GULFSTREAM's last on Friday went to the event's lone Racing Flow™
upgrade, Getaway Car ($50.60), in 'Neutral or Better Winner' fashion for the
second straight time. The last out winner was the pressured pace setter in two
straight Closer favoring CFRs prior to it's initial victory for Flow players in a maiden
breaking score.

- SANTA ANITA's Thursday opener went to Very Hot in 'with Zip' fashion. The
three runners in front of the winner at the first two calls are eligible to improve
when next seen. If matched again, prefer the one that was most forward, or
handicap the race. We'll downgrade the win and the two failed back markers.

- OAKLAWN's results and race Flows on Friday indicated that an important Speed
Bias was in play. Three race Flows supported the surface enough to produce three
truly Speed favoring CFRs.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report' and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
Feb 1 - Feb 5

- TURFWAY's Getmeoutahereshemus recorded a solid 'vs Plod Win' when running
through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of nearly 9 lengths in taking Friday's
third.
- SANTA ANITA's fourth on Sunday went to Rye in 'with Zip' fashion. Downgrade
the win while upgrading the other half of the 'all Rye' exacta.
- FAIR GROUNDs Freudie Anne took full advantage of an Xtreme for Speed in
wiring Saturday's seventh. By rule, we'll upgrade those that were a length or more
back at the first call. It's highly unlikey the winner will enjoy such favorable
conditions when next seen.
- OAKLAWN's results and race Flows on Saturday indicated that an 'important
Speed Bias' (our lowest classification) was in play.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report' and race
charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
Jan 18 - Jan 22

- AQUEDUCT's fourth race on Saturday went to Can You Diggit in 'vs Plod
Winner' fashion. This one ran through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of ~ 9
lengths and it may be the link between you and a repeat winner.
- AQUEDUCT bold upgrade winner A.P. Cino recorded a 'Neutral or Better
Win' and will carry the grade when next seen. Unfortunately, this short priced
winner reduced the bold ROI to barely above $10.
- GULFSTREAM upgrade Hy Riverside recorded a 'Neutral or Better Win' in taking
Saturday's finale.
- GULFSTREAM's third on Friday went to Ballagh Rocks in 'vs Plod
Winner' fashion. The long-time friend of The Flow looks to be back better than
ever. Since this one came from last to first, there are no other upgrades from the
event. Downgrade the clear leader at the first call.
- FAIR GROUNDS' main track on Sunday produced results and race Flows indicating
a surface that was 'severely detrimental to speed', aka, Closer Biased. That
noted, only the first, second, and fourth races yielded Closer favoring CFRs.
- OAKLAWN's Rocky Tough was solid in recording a 'vs Plod Win' in Sunday's
opener. That one ran through a Speed favoring CFR with a BL12 of more than 8.5
lengths - no easy task. Tab for repeat chance while downgrading the early
leader. Horses taking ground from behind the eventual winner deserve an upgrade.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report' (pdf) and
race charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted otherwise.
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Racing Flow™ Notes
Jan 4 - Jan 8

- AQUEDUCT's 7th on Friday produced an Xtreme for Speed. Make the upgraded
runner-up Praetereo bold when next seen.
- AQUEDUCT debut winner War Canoe took Friday's fourth with help from
a Closer favoring CFR. Look for J C My Way and Celtic Serenade to both win, or
run 1-2, when next seen at the same level and distance.
- GULFSTREAM's finale on Sunday went to Francesco Flier in 'with
Zip' fashion. Downgrade the win. The two Racing Flow™ upgrades going into the
event, So Long Chuck and Another Softball, will go bold and standard respectively
when next seen.

* The above is provided using the Racing Flow™ 'Flow & Bias Report' (pdf) and
race charts. No PPs or prior grades have been considered unless noted otherwise.
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